Citing Sources According to MLA (8th ed.)

Use this guide to organize your Works Cited list and the parenthetical notes in the text of your essay. It is based on the following publication, which is available through the library: the MLA Handbook, 8th edition.

The eighth edition of the MLA Handbook outlines the core elements of a citation and the order that they should appear in all MLA citations regardless of format. In order and with the punctuation that follows, these core elements are:

1. Author.
2. Title of source.
3. Title of container,
4. Other contributors,
5. Version,
6. Number,
7. Publisher,
8. Publication date,
9. Location.

Use the core elements list to create citations for these and other formats. Examples of various resources formatted using MLA 8th edition citation style are listed below.

**Book – One Author**

**Works Cited:**


**Parenthetical Note:**

(McCarron 58)

**Book – Two Authors**

**Works Cited:**

Parenthetical Note:

(Davies and Logan 101)

Works Cited:


Parenthetical Note:

(Goldberg and Rowh 5)

How to List Three or More Authors

Works Cited:

Coats, Lauren, et al.

Parenthetical Note:

(Coats et al. 361)

Edited Book

Works Cited:


Parenthetical Note:

(Curtis 8)

Article in an Edited Book

Works Cited:


Parenthetical Note:

(Krall 178)
Journal Article

Works Cited:


Parenthetical Note:

(McKay 801)

Works Cited:


Parenthetical Note:

(Han and Greengard 8559)

Newspaper Article

Works Cited:


*** The “+” symbol indicates an article continuing on non-consecutive pages. ***

Parenthetical Note:

(Everett-Green R9)

*** The parenthetical page number reflects material from a continuing page. ***
Conference Proceedings

Works Cited:


Parenthetical Note:

(Dojat, et al. xi)

*** Add date and location information after the title only if this information is not already included as part of the title. ***

Article in Conference Proceedings

Works Cited:


Parenthetical Note:

(Hancock 43)

*** Note in this example that the date and location of the conference is included in the title. ***
Government Publication – Without Personal Author

Works Cited:


Parenthetical Note:

(Security 6)

Works Cited:


doi:10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199560103.001.0001

Parenthetical Note:

(UN 5)

***If the institution is also the publisher, skip the author element. If the government department is not the publisher, list the department as author.***

Government Publication – With Personal Author

Works Cited:


Parenthetical Note:

(Colbourne and Stead 271)
Theses or Dissertations - Published

Works Cited:


Parenthetical Note:

(Stevandic 76-77)

Theses or Dissertations - Unpublished

Works Cited:


Parenthetical Note:

(Stevandic 76-77)

*** If dissertation is published, title is italicized. If dissertation is not published, title is put in quotation marks ***
Websites

Works Cited:


Parenthetical Note:

(OEVCA)

Films / Movies

Works Cited:


Parenthetical Note:

(Seven Samurai)

Television Programs

Works Cited:


Parenthetical Note:

(“Winter”)